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Mount Scopus Memorial College, Burwood Vic
GeckoPave® Acrylic surface Multi Purpose Courts
In order to provide vehicle parking and an area for
unloading trucks for the school’s new building works,
Mount Scopus Memorial College allocated their
existing tennis courts for this function.
At the end of the building project & some 14 months
later after the building contractors had left, the tennis
court area provided for parking and unloading was
beyond use for students to play sports. With the new
school year fast approaching the area needed to be
repaired and functional for students to use & eliminating
any OH&S issues.
The timeframe was short and the school had contacted
several contractors, but it was only Gecko who could
commit to ensuring the job was completed by the
required date.
Matt Dowlan College Ground Manager had this to say
” I contacted several businesses to look at resurfacing the
area, but none were prepared to commit to the time frame
and think outside the square as Gecko did.
At the very start Gecko explained to me the exact
outcome considering the condition of the courts and we
worked well together to draw up a design.
The end result is fantastic and the children have their area
back & love it! . . . . . . . . . . There’s always chess pieces
on the chessboard and kids playing in the area. Under the
circumstances it’s a terrific outcome.
I can recommend Gecko & I’ve already used them again
for other surfacing around the school ”.
Gecko was contracted the project and immediately set
into action to firstly repair the damaged base. This
provided some difficulties as the extent of damage meant
digging up patches & repairing the asphalt surface with
concrete which can in turn provide future difficulties
when surfacing if completed correctly.
The final acrylic coats were installed and the line
markings included volleyball, bat tennis & four square
courts, hopscotch games and a chessboard.
The outcome was stunning…………the transformation
from the original dull & damaged surface to the new
bright and colourful play area is just another example of
GeckoPave® Acrylic Surfacing.

